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5 hysics Department   Tutoring Coordinated
ES' GOOD. evises Curriculum By Freshman

City College's department of physics has revised its LUCK More than 150 City College students have vounteered
idergraduate curriculum to reflect recent changes in physics this semester to tutor children in remedial subjects at schools,
d physics teaching, it was announced by Dr. Buell G. Gal- churches and community centers in Harlem.
gher, president of the college. ON By teaching basic skills, such as reading and arithmetic,
The curriculum change c.v „co + to youngsters who require educational encouragement and
ter a two-year study by a cur- troposphere. Much of the course
rriculum committee of the de- material has been obtained re- guidance, they hope "to give these children some kind of
rtment. Instituted this semes- cently from rocket and satellite FINALS ambition, something to look forward to," one tutor said.
r, the reorganization provides explorations, according to Profes- The projects were started dur-* two afternoons each week, the

NT r the introduction of new ma- sor Harold L. Stolov who teaches ing the past year by various stu- tutors attend training seminarsrial including radiation, quan- the course. , „- dent groups that wanted to help every Saturday where qualified
m mechanics, and relativity, and The "core" aspect of the new culturally deprived children in teachers help them prepare les-

. 3) e consolidation of established curriculum revision was instituted Building Harlem. Participants are required sons for their pupils.
rricula. in order to give continuity to dif- to serve from one to three hours To gain insight into a child's

entage of The depa'riment has introduced ferent and widely · separate weekly at schools and churches specific problems tutors are in-
I.D. card "core," a sequence of courses courses, as well as to insure the Vibrations in the vicinity.

structed to · watch for the most
ling desk, hich must be taken by all phy- adequate preparation of physics The tutors are. enrolled in common pitfalls - word - recog-
3rling ... :s major planning to pursue majors for research work and various voluntary programs spon- nition, vocabulary, spelling and
r001 aduate studies. graduate school.

While the new curriculum in- Laboratory work has been made Studied sored by five undergraduate agen- comprehension.
cies: Sigma Alpha, an honorary The response.at the Manhattan

rporates aspects of twentieth an integral part of the course in
IE CITY ntury physics, such as rel- so far as present space permits. Vibrations caused by trains or service society; the Baruch School Christiah Reformed Church at

rERMINAL ivity and quantum mechanics, Students who major· in physics, large trucks passing near a fac-
Committee on Human Rights; 122nd Street and Seventh Avenue

assical physics has not been but do not plan to attend graduate tory often shake the buildings Student Government; and the is "amazing" said Mr. Raveneau,

glected, according to Professor school, need not follow the "core" and ruin the performance of college's chapters of the Congress who at 17 is younger than most of

·ed C. Rose, a member of the after the sophomore year. They costly, precision-made machine of Racial Equality, and Neman the tutors he supervises.
Club. The approach to the children isSHMENT rriculum committee and an un- elect further courses in consulta- tools.

rgraduate advisor. tion with departmental advisors. Industrial engineers at The The newest but largest program informal, he explains, "since one

Some one-semester courses The "core" includes General Penhsylvania State University -only two months old - is can't sit a child down with a book

ve been expanded into one- Physics, Mechanics, Electricity are studying the sources and con- sponsored by the Congress of Ra- right away." The tutors and third

ar courses in order to incorpor- and Magnetism, Thermodynamics, trols of various types of mechani. cial Equality. Coordinated by to sixth grade children use a largo

e more material and "to facili- Radiation and Physical Optics. cal vibrations which affect the
Dennis Raveneau, a freshman room at the church. Here they

te the teaching of related con- Modern Physics, and Modern performance of machine tools.
majoring in electrical engineering, play the piano, sing songs or play

pts," Dr. Rose said. The ex- Physics Laboratory. In addition, The project is under the direction the program benefits 60 Harlem word games to become acquainted

nded courses include Radiation majors may choose up to seven of Drs. A. 0. Schmidt, professor of youngsters.
with each pther. Only after child

d Physical Optics, enlarged "free" electives, including Acous- industrial engineering, Arthur D. Fifty City College students staff and tutor have developed a

om Physical Optics, and Mod- ties, Electronics, Statistical Me- Brickman, professor of mechani- the CORE Program which is held friendly relationship will the

n Physics I and II, courses chanics and Solid State. cal engineering, and Inyong Ham, afternoons M o n d a y through tutor begin to introduce formal

hich draw, in part, upon pre- Course requirements in fields assistant professor of industrial Thursday in two Harlem churches. academic instruction.

ous individual courses elimin- related to physics have also been engineering. It is financed by a In addition to teaching one or (Continued on Page 2)
.

ed from the curriculum. strengthened for physics majors. $21,800 grant from the Rock Is-
Among the new courses is Phy- They will be required to take at land Arsenal, U. S. Department of }

cs of the Upper Atmosphere. It least one additional mathematics the Army. Public Colleges
als with physical states and course, beyond what has been re- Precision machine tools are af-
enomena of space beyond the quired of physics major thus far. fected by such things as vibra-

tions from other machines in the
factory, outside disturbances from Recei e Praise ,oard Approves trucks or automobiles, or even Public colleges and universitiess have become the primary
self-excited vibrations, according source of professionally-trained manpower in the United
to Professor Schmidt. Often the ,

ecord Budget (Contii:ited on Page 4)
reduction in quality of machine States, according to Dr. Gustave G. Rosenberg, chairman of

the Board of Higher Education.
Writing in the December issucl

The Board of Higher Education at its December meeting of the City College Alumnus mag- ment trends show that in the

proved a record-breaking operating budget request total- Arts Majors azine, Dr. Rosenberg pointed out years ahead it will be the public
that the two larger undergradu- institutions to which the nation

g $105,603,116 for all units of this City University( the doc- ate sourses of Ph.D.'s in the must turn, to secure the masses
ral program, the College Discovery Program, and Board Continue United States are public institu- of trained scientific, technical and

nits, Dr. Gustave G. Rosenberg, the Board chairman an- rl tions - City College and the intellectual brainpower this coun-

ounced. The action was taken after the budget request was utudies University of California at Ber- try needs to keep it moving for-
keley. ward."

bmitted to the Board by its Committee on Finance and
A survey of the plans of last He declared that there is "an Dr. Rosenberg stated that there

acilities. The total is $23,592,174 above the current year's year's graduating class in lib- inverse relationship between so- is a direct correlation between
udget of $82,010,942, approximately a 28.8 per cent increase. eral arts and science at City Col- cial and economic class and the the location of new industries and
The Chairman of the Boat d w lege indicates that at least three earning of the Ph.D." He cited a the proximity of large-scale edu- '
mmented on the 'record-break- covery of college potential among out of four members of the class study by former Queens College cational centers.

in to 9 budget.' "This request breaks high school students and gradu- are already doing graduate work President Harold Stoke which These industries differ, he said,
e barrier of all previous re- ates whose grades do not reflect on a part- or full-time basis, or found that "very few of the grad- from older industries such as

1. No ests," Dr. Rosenberg said, "for their native ability." , intend to do so in the future. uates of the so-called 'class' col- steel, textiles, and automobiles in
even is made to meet a record-break- The overall total includes a The study by Dr. Sherburne F. leges - those frequented by the their production of items of small

g public need for college train- lump sum of $1,000,000 for addi- Barber, Assistant Dean of the sons of the economic and social size but great vallie,' such as
personnel at the very time tional freshmen; $4,513,715 for College of Liberal Arts and Sci- elite - go on to take the Ph.D. transistors, magnetic tape, and

lems. hen the number of high school doctoral programs; $1,700,000 for ence, notes that the increasing degree." pharmaceuticals. They are de-

irrels 'aduates in this City is also College Discovery Program; $75,- number of City College students "These graduates may enter pendent on "brainpower" rather
eaking all records. High school 674,693 for the senior colleges; who annually continue their stu- law school or go to Wall Street- than on large lebor pools.

Fires. aduates in New York City are $19,284,262 for the community dies on a graduate level, serves to they succeed to important posi- California, New York City, and
pected to number 85,000 in colleges; and $150,000 for sabba- underscore the national demand tions in business, industry and Massachusetts attract approxim- f
65, compared to 78,000 in 1964. tical leaves. for trained people. However, the government, but they do not fol- ately 60 per cent of defense con.
iven the funds we seek, the Of the $4,513,715 requested for study states, because of the low low academic careers and almost tracts for research, because they : '1
oard and the City University doctoral programs, $3,200,000 is level of family income, "most of none of them become scientists, are "centers of learning," while ' 
ill meet their triple obligation asked frotn New York State and our students would not be able the Stoke report, as quoted by Dr. Arkansas, Mississsippi, and up- 1

provide college and graduate $1,000,000 from New York City. to continue without some outside Rosenberg, concluded, state New York which "need in-
ucation for the qualified, two- An estimated $313,715 is expected financial assistance." While the role of the private dustry much more desperately"  

ear technological training for from graduate tuition and other Of the 919 students who partici- college is still important, Dr. get few to spur industrial devel-
. ose who seek it, and the dis- (Continued on Page 3) (Continued on Page 2) Rosenberg said, "current enroll- (Continued on Page 2)
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By BRIAN COHEN
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Office - 335 Finley Phone: 234·0500 .  M  EMmi@81    te a Mar
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EDITORIAL BOARD Dear Sir: The forthcoming issue of Vector, the City College ' 8. This
Co.Editors-In.Chief engineering quarterly, is an information packed magazit atics. T

Sheldon Zaklow - Richard Rosenfeld I have read with interest the well worth tike twenty-five cents that no longer buys o legitim
Copy Editor Business Manager views of Dean Allan as reported Sunday Time$. A equired

Francine Cournos Elaine Bogal in your issue of December 7, 1964. The feature articles cover three Problems" by Harold Kasso Martian

No one can disagree with the entirely different subjects, each C.E. '65, discusses some of th ed in a
Associate Editor Column Editor treated in a different style. "Co- problems encountered by den ow mai

Ken Sandler Joseph Bock opinion that students - engineer- hesion in Solids" by Edward zens of our great metropolita the Ma
ing or otherwise - should not Siegel, Physics '65, deals with a areas that flnd themselves bei,

Photo Editor Contributing Editor engage in "campus life" to the subject that concerns all phases choked by the same device th is only
Phil Burton jerry Schuchnan degree where it interferes with of engineering in one way or an. brought them life. This articl atical g

Financlal Manager their studies or academic stand- other. though inconclusive and som ivacious

Phil Waxberg ing. Unfortunately, Mr. S i e g e l what clumsy, makes for generall ity lectu

Stal jumped all too quickly into the interesting reading. book, "1

1
Except for this limitation, I dis- math*matical analysis of the The cream of the feature a

Mary Donowitz Enoch Lipson
A collec

Howard Hein Robert Bogursky agree with Dean Allan. Socializ- problem only to conclude that this ticles is provided by Anthon
from t]

ing; the ability to mingle agree- approach has not yet been carried Genna of the United States A' al Recr

Arthur Landesman Susan Yellin Industriably and make one's self innter- to a point from which conclusions Force and City College. The sub
Brian Cohen esting and attractive to others so may actually be drawn. We dis- ject of "Inertial Guidance" ' of pr

Candidates they take pleasure, in being with like rationalization, but it seems most skillfully examined and il especia

Alex Smirnow, Edward Smith, Abe Synder, Frank Triganos,
Jeanette Altman

you; the development of a sense that most of the contributions by lustriously explained in a manne which

of leadership which can be gained students other than engineers, comprehensible to a freshma today.
Faculty Advisor - Dr. John D. Hickey from active participation in lead us merrily (with adequate and informative to a senior. Th proble]

Editorial Policy of TECH NEWS is determined by a majority campus life, are most important mathematical rigorousness) into field of Inertial Navigation tha lity, ele
vote of the Editorial Board. and may have a very definite a cul-de-sac of confusion. "A provides the fulcrumant for man' aginati'
Printed by: Boro Printing Co. -,2/L™ 222 bearing on ultimate success in Study of Urban Transportation travel on the earth and beyon ie very s216 W. 1 8 StrHt "a:Illiv ==

your chosen profession. could not have been handled i no m
any finer fashion. - to t

Final Exam Week most likely to succeed - is the Tutoring ... The "Vector Wheels" featu ge the i
The outstanding man - the one

has returned again to spotlig! al mathone who can participate actively
Finals Week is almost upon us, and it has become clear in campus life and at the same (Continued from Page 1) some of the personalities th tions thi

that the plan to provide students with more study time is a time maintain a high academic At the second center, Baptist dominate the undergraduate aca btle clu

majestic failure. standard. Temple Church at 116th Street, demic scene. Featured are th humorou
many of the twenty-five children prpesidents of the campus hono

The idea was to eliminate classes during the week pre- Sincerely yours, were attracted to the program al. societies; Tau Beta Pi, Lock an Dunn

ceeding finals to allow greater time for preparation, but the though they did not need reme- Key, and others. This feature pr in writiMax E. Greenberg,
same time that this was done, the number of finals given dial work. Many of them are ac- vides a panorama of the interes in, thi

President. Alumni tually reading above grade and of the upper crust of the stude d tediouduring final's week was sharply decreased. These exams were
Association of the appear to have above-average body. We couldn't help wonde proble;

i'escheduled to be given during the last week of classes. Thus, City College of New York academic potential. Mr. Raven. ing which books Mr. Tutelma from pr
the goal of creating more time for study has been thwarted ' eau says his tutorial team is seek- read by Sherlock Holmes. (no 0 tremely
and the opposite end achieved. ing to retain and expand the in- fense Bob). roblenns

The maj ority of the student body now have most of Graduates . . terests of these children so they Vsctor Analysis, "The Greate e the u
tlicir finals in class during the week that was to be for prep- ' will be encouraged to think of Poet," enlists George Bernar , and th
aration. The only small improvement over previous terms is (Continited from Page 1) college enrollment later on. Shaw to immortalize the enginee who "ta

He has begun a mimeographed and scientist as the poet laureat s of rea
that faculty members may cancel classes in which finals are pated in the survey, 696 - 77.7 literary magazine which incorpo- of rnodern civilization. The "Engi ·ing the
not being given that week. per cent - said that they were rates stories, articles, and puzzles neering Highlights" provide som ho delig

Unfortunately, some faculty members are unwilling to already attending or planned by the children. They are also interesting capsulations of rece proof."
do this, and thus we are in a worse predicament than before. soon to enroll in graduate and encouraged to read novels and developments. A removable inse ng the t

professional schools. "Approx- other advanced books brought is included that provides four fu ematicalAs far as students are concerned, the present arrangement imately two-thirds of these 696 from home by the tutors. pages of useful conversation fa r of ex
is no djfferent from that of previous years. Particularly hard students," according to Dr. Bar- „Getting the children to leave tors, the value of which tran. ing; a v
hit are students in their upper sophomore term or above. For ber, "will, most probably, be when the session is over is a cends the purchase price of th ms; pr
such students, almost all of their final exams are now being working and studying at the same Problem" said Mr. Raveneau. The magazine. ike Dio]
given in class, and very often, one right after the other. Of time to defray the costs of grad- project is beset with other dif- e varietuate work." Of the remaining ficulties, however. 1VIr. Raveneau 1 puzzl'course, these students do not have adequate time to prepare third, who will be studying full- indicated that many parents when ELECTRICAL ENQINEERS · PHYSICISTS collecfor their finals. To compound the problem, some departments time, 227 graduates reported that approached by the tutors, are un- s requirare not strictly complying with the criteria for deciding they had received a total of 390 willing to permit or encourage tion to
whether a final should be given in class or during exam week. awards and grants. These con- their children to attend the ses- I l a sorted n
This puts students in other departments at a disadvantage in sisted of fellowships from pri- sions. Mr. Raveneau said that

vate foundations, the State or tutors achieve most success witha competitive grading system such as ours.
other agencies, and university children who are urged by their versati

We feel that it is necessary to have at least two "reading awards such as fellowships, as- family to attend. irector

' tayt  beexpo  stnofl  taezlss g. 1:.7151;tr csou dchbt:t]ali.un d-  ii.sta s iper,s:cholarships, and tui- But in spite of these problems, 0 , tions aMr. Raveneau feels the program erly Hi
·lyus Day, Veteran's Day, Lincoln's Birthday, etc. We also feel Included in the total of grants is acomplishing something. "The ng ma

that in class finals impose an unnecessary hardship on a great are 48 Regents College Teaching children get a great deal of fun October 29th (Tuesday) athema

many students and such a final exam schedule should be Fellowships. Awarded, on the out of it," he said. This is most Graduating Electrical Engineers ok, rep

replaced by a more equitible one. Perhaps scheduling the basis of a competitive examina-
important, he indicated, since and Physicists are invited to discuss rk and

current openings in research, de- ny skil
in-class finals after the regular final exam week, in addition tion, to College seniors who are "their greatest problem is in over- sign, development and manufactur.

residents of New York State, City coming the defeatist attitude they ing in areas such as: ientists

to starting classes earlier each semester may bring some relief College and Columbia University develop when they see their own Fire Control Systems uzzlers
to'the students. led all colleges and universities in brothers and sisters, most of them Radar Systems State
, the number of graduates receiving school dropouts, on the streets Data Processing Equipment ies.

without jobs." Inertial Guidance Systems thematiThe-Spawbc<- "If we can show them that life Television Systems at $6.5
these fellowships.

Also awarded to City College is not hopeless," he said, "we will Aircraft Instrumentation
students were: four Fulbright consider the program a success." Navigation Systems shall a

6-51<zo...1 Fellowships, ten Woodrow Wilson ». Precision Comlionents numbe
Fellowships (with nine honorable Solid State Devices mber o
mentions), four National Science U. S. Citizenship Required. Nor- en we
Foundation Graduate Fellowships Braise... , den's location in Norwalk, Con- follo,
(with 21 honorable mentions), and necticut is easily accessible to the

15 National Defense Graduate (Continited from Page 1) entire New York metropolitan area. 5bx +
Fellowships. opment, Dr. Rosenberg said. For convenient appointment, please sb=I

The Board of Higher Education through your Placement Office. ns had
make arrangements in advance

---f•,RUMAL.a Although a detailed breakdown chairman indicated his support
as to fields of study has not been of a proposal by Secretary of La- Norden< 1% 4 2 completed, Dr Barber indicated bor Willard Wirtz to establish two -
that the major area of graduate years of education beyond the

f%111011 study pursued by City College high school on a tuition-free basis.r- liberal arts and science graduates "This need for research and
are mathematics, the sciences, professional training for a grow- DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.
English and history. "The main ing proportion of the labor force
outlets for these fields would be makes higher education essential A
teaching or research," Dr. Bar- to the national welfare," Dr.
ber stated. Rosenberg concluded.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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iw first expedition to Mars (Contint,ed from Page 1)

only the ruins of civiliza- income. The total provides for
he explorers were able to continuance of the nine existing
te a Martian equation as doctoral programs in chemistry,
· 5x2 - 5Ox+125 = 0: economics, English and Compara-
8. This was very strange tive Literature, psychology, bi-y College '

1 magazii atics. The value x=5 ology, engineering, history, ma- Cliwing: February 24 & 25, 1965
r buys o legitimate enough but thematics, and physics, and the

equired some explanation. initiation of three new ones in
HUGHES announces

·old Kasso Martian number system September, 1965. The three are: campus interviews for
some of th ed in a manner similar to sociology, political science, phil-

ad by den ow many fingers would osophy or education. Electronics Engineers and

metropolita the Martians had?"* The day session enrollments of Physicists receiving
matriculated undergraduate stu- B.S., M.S.,or Ph.D. degrees.iselves bei

, device th is only one of over 150 dents in the senior colleges in 1

This articl atical gems compiled bf fall, 1965, are expected to in- Contact your Placement 0/lice
and som ivacious puzzle buffs and crease by more than 2 ,000 to over

f

immediately to arrange an
for generall ity lecturer Angela Dunn 41,000. To serve evening session *

book, "Mathematical Baf- matriculants, 94 annual teaching interview appointment.
A collection of the best lines are asked for the Schools of3 feature a from the famous "Prob-· General Studies and Evening Ses- Or write: Mr.Robert A. Martim

by Anthon al Recreations' series of sions. If the request is approved, Hughes Aerospace Divisions
d States A

Industries, together with the cost of providing these posi- , 11940 W. Je#erson Boulevardage. The sub of provocative posers lions will be offset by an equiva-luidance"
iined and il especially for this vol- lent reduction of part-time teach- Culver City, Catifornia 90232
I in a manne which McGraw-Hill will ing hours, resulting in a net cost ,

a freshma today. of $254,553. These annual lines £Creating a new world with electronics

a senior. Th problerns, selected for are asked as the next step in pro- 1 1

vigation tha lity, elegance of solution, viding a core of teachers on an-

iant for man' aginative appeal, range nual salary for the Schools of ] HUGHES 1
and beyon w very simple - those re- General Studies. 1

n handled i no mathematical back- Negotiations are now under 1. 1

to those which would way for salary adjustments for 'HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

eels" featu ge the ingenuity of a pro- staffs of the Board of Higher Ed- U, S, CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED

to spotlig! al mathematician. Clever ucation on a parity basis with An equal opportunity employer.

,nalities th tions throughout the book those given Board of Education
graduate aca btle clues to solutions and staffs under the recent agree-

ment between the Board of Edu-
ired are th humorous touch. cation and the United Federation
:ampus hono
Pi, Lock an Dunn says her primary of Teachers. The chairman of the
s feature pr in writing this book is to Board was authorized to make the

E the interes in, therefore she has necessary changes in the 1965-66
)f the stude d tedious solutions, well- budget request when negotiations
help wonde problems, duplication of are completed.
Mr. Tutelma from problem to problem,
olmes. (no o trennely difficult problerns.

,

roblems she has chosen
 

"The Greate e the unusual, the unex-

irge Bernar , and the non-obvious for
e the enginee who "take pleasure in the

Discover the-di#brence in the  * I poet laureat s of reasoning, who enjoy
)n. The "Engi 'ing their inventive facul-
provide som ho delight in the pursuit of

ions of rece proof."

novable inse ng the types of problerns in  05(]hevrolets (As di#b ntjiuni i er ca,9
vides four fu ematical Bafflers" are: a as litey arefrom each other)
versation fa r of exercises in algebraic
which tran. ing· a variety of geometry

: price of th nis'' problems foriA those
.*, ,* , "< -\, ,rl* : ;31 #fMI['{,Ii„].* I]«%. v ,2

ike Diophantine equations;
j

e variety of logic and ·de-
1 puzzles; probability pos-

IS · PHYSICISTS collection of intriguing \ i,k.'I j .
s requiring only a fiash of -' ,\\

tion to reach a solution;
,sorted number theory prob-

versatile Angela Dunn is
irector of Problematical
tions at Litton Industries
erly Hills, a weekly series Chevrolet Impata Sport Coupe
ng mathematical puzzles. CHEVROLET-As roomy a car as Chevrolet's ever built.

1 (Tuesday) athematical challenges for
ok, representing the origi- When you take in everything, there's more room inside moved forward to give you more foot room. So, besides  

cal Engineers
vited to discuss rk and pet brain twisters this car than in any Chevrolet as far back as they go. It's the way a '65 Chevrolet looks and rides, we now have
i research, de- ny skilled mathematicians wider this year and the attractively curved windows help one more reason to ask you: What do you get by paying
id manufactur. ientists, were contributed to give you more shoulder room. The engine's been more for a carr-except bigger monthly payments?

uzzlers throughout the C --.. /.
Systems

I.stems States and rnany other

Equipment ies.
--

i
ice Systems thematical Bafflers" is -
;ystenns at $6.50. -e. 
imentation
Systems shall assume that the base ,. r t, g<.
nlionents number system is equal to
Devices mber of fingers. If b is the  IC- * .i

1*

Required. Nor- en we can ·write the equa-
Norwalk, Con-
3cessible to the -I.

tropolitan area. 5bx + (b2 + 2b + 5) = 0
S b= 5+8=1 3 and the

$ement Office. ns had 13 fingers.

COrvair COrsa Sport COUpBlen .."Ill- - CORIAIR -The only rear engine American car made.
You should read what the automotive magazines say can touch its styling. They say if you haven't driven a 4
about the '65 Corvair. They're wild about its ride. They new Corvair Corsa with a 180-hp Six Turbo-Chaadargedl

AIRCRAFT CORP. think there's nothing else this side of the Atlantic that you just don't know what you're missing. ,

Drive something really new-discover the diference at your Chevrolet dealer's
.-I , ' (Rev,Diet • CheVeUe • ilie lI. Corvair. CO'Tette - C
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'. direct rlading power meter. This .. , -

 -r ··- I-.,4.4. 4 .„ ,;1.-- "S)44
.

  /Vibmilona. . machine is mounted on vibration
' 4

insulators. A smaller 10 horse-
COMH""d ITO- P•ge 1) power lathe with variable speed

* tools is caused by a pliant floor drive is being used for compara-
.

,

tn the shop, he said. tive tests. The dynamic behavior '. I

3=, , r.<

I .

"We are working with the ma. of these lathes when cutting. the
chines as they are being manu. same type of workpiece with dif. mollame -

.

factured," Schmidt said. "The de- ferent tools is being studied.
<.. sign of the machine can be quite The tools under investigation for Seniors and *duates In' NE(HANICA#

are used 8nd that performance and Japanese speciacations.

adequate, but production engi- include standard American, tools « AERONAUTICA# CHEMICA#
neers in the factories where they as well as tools ground to Soviet - ELECTRICAL

ed. Poor installation impairs the to refrigerator motors or .baby '

al@ mETAUUMICAL
Juality is not as good as expect- "Anything from airplane parts *NOINEERINO
precision of,the machine tool." buggies are made on the same · · ENOINEERINa MECHANICS

, The engineers are analyzing basic types of machine tools," APPUED MATHEMATICS
*erating conditions on machine Schmidt explained.
tools in an effort to determine "If you are concerned with PHYSICS Ind

ENSINEERINe 14"""C.
 2 which types of vibrations produce something like a tractor the prob-

the diNicult-to-detect irregulari- lem is perhaps not so great.. If -

 3 ties in machined parts. Various something' goes wrong with the , . ™
--.

4, mounting, are also being tested. machine, you just shut it off. 1
Tests are being carried out at "But the performance of a jet-

Tresent' on a 20 horsepower engine during flight is something CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
f lathe with a variable drive and else."

  MON.& TUES.,FEB. 15,16
DOUBTING THOMAS? = Appointments should be made

47. . in advance through your

1'32 , , College Placement Office
HOPEFUL AGNOSTIC? Pratt & UWhitney DMSON O. UNrrE. AORCRAPT CORP

2 Christianity has more to offer. than hope, it has positive
· proof in the form of n MIRACLE which was foretold., Aircraft r'

fl de cribed and is intensely personal. Ask the Religious .

fme, non-Denominational, Christian. Martyn W, Hart, . . -Leaders or send me a card marked ESP-17. My reply is   An E,vel Opport.My Employer

Box 53, Glen Ridge, N. J. 07028 (USA) . SPECIALISTS IN POWE•... POWER FOR PROPULSION-*OWER FOR AUXILIARY SYSTE*5.

p CURRENT UTILIZATIONS,NCLUDE AIRCRAFT, mIGS,LES, SPACE VEHICLES, NARINE AND INOUSTRIAL APPLICAT,ON,0
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, Wewere
wary .
of

,

A aAATESIA 8 T I 1-

TA 1.
The object of our concern was a materials for undersea cables at various everything. We must do all we can tosmall, wedge-shaped mollusk found in simulated depths, temperatures and safeguard service from interruption. Nosouthern waters where we planned to ocean pressures. We also tested for threat is too small to ignore, not evenlay telephone cables. resistance to marine biological attack. that posed by a tiny mollusk.
Like others of its genus Martesia (of The testing showed that our cable - Right now we've got other problems,the family Photadidae), it is a borer. covering wouldn't be attractive to Out in the Dakotas, hungry squirrelsUsually it bores into limestone or pholads, and in nearly fifteen years of and Beld mice are nibbling on our wires.some other substance to find a home. experience with undersea telephone We have to run.
Would it-could it-bore into our cables we have peacefully shared _the

undersea cables? ocean bottom with them.
.. ,

But we had to be sure we could. In    Bell System1 At the time, we were testing the
performances of proposed dielectric the telephone business, reliability ie  % 00' and Associated Companies. - . . . *. . + 7.-1, .-

  'Yl-/ American Telephone and Telegraph Co. ,
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